**Shrink Rap Radio:**

**Shrink Rap Radio Podcast:**

#2 – Dreams & The Hero’s Journey with David Gordon PhD

#19 – The Predictive Errors of Political Experts with Philip Tetlock, Ph.D

#21 – Gestalt Therapy Interview

#30 – Scientific Parapsychology with Stanley Krippner, Ph.D.

#61 – Discovering Positive Psychology with James Pawelski, Ph.D.

#70 – Tarot As Psychological Tool

#77 – Understanding the Enneagram

#80 – Australian Aboriginal Spirituality

#81 – Understanding the Anxiety Disorders

#83 – The Archetype of the Wise Fool with Clare Morris

#90 – The Language of Dreams

#97 – The Freud/Jung Letters

#105 – The Psychology of Doing Good

#109 – War and The Soul with Edward Tick PhD

#110 – Spiritual Emergencies and Spiritual Competencies

#116 – Undoing The Ego

#118 – The Psychological Impact of Materialism

#125 – The Psychological Roots of Leadership

#246 – Exploring Savant Syndrome with Darold Treffert, MD
#248 – Sound Sleep, Sound Mind with Barry Krakow, MD

#249 – Buddha’s Brain: The Neuroscience of Happiness, Love, & Wisdom with Rick Hanson

#252 – A Buddhist Perspective on Psychotherapy with Mark Epstein, MD

#260 – Whole Psychiatry with Robert Hedaya, MD

#291 – Comparing Logotherapy and Positive Psychology with Marshall H. Lewis, MA

296- #296 Critiquing Positive Psychology as Cancer Treatment with James Coyne, PhD

#297 Engineering Happiness with Rakesh Sarin, PhD

#301 The Hero’s Journey and Dreams with Kelly Sullivan Walden

#302 Exploring Mindful Dreaming with Rubin Naiman PhD

#313 – Building Heaven on Earth with Dwight Webb PhD

#314 – The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking with Matthew Hutson, MS

#316 – Exploring Neuro-Psychoanalysis with Mark Solms PhD

#318 –Understanding Problem Kids with Nancy Rappaport MD

#319 –On The Frontier of Neurotherapy with Paul Swingle PhD

#321 –The Brain in Trauma and PTSD with Robert Scaer MD

329- emotional foundation

#332 – The Emerging Psychotherapeutic Consensus with John B. Arden, PhD

#333 – Developments in Energy Therapy with David Feinstein, PhD

#334- The Fear Project
#338 – Big Mind, Big Heart with Roshi Genpo Merzel

#340 – Brain Lateralization and Western Culture with Iain McGilchrist MD

#345 – Trauma Stewardship with Laura van Dernoot Lipsky

#348 – Nutrition and Mental Health with Whole-Psychiatry Founder, Robert Hedaya, MD

#359 – Addiction In The Realm of Hungry Ghosts with Gabor Mate

#362 – Orthomolecular Medicine and Mental Health with Dr. Jonathan Prousky

#360 – Rediscovering Humanistic Psychology with Jessica Grogan PhD

#363 – The Secrets of Surviving Infidelity with Scott Haltzman, MD

#350 – The Role of Nutrition in Mental Health with Duane Law

#357 – Lifelong Love with Phyllis Koch-Sheras and Peter Sheras

#367 – Functional Medicine with Naturopath and Psychoanalytic Therapist Dr. Stephen Ducat

#373 – The Fear Fix with Sarah Chana Radcliffe

#374 – Exploring The Impact of Internet Pornography on The Brain with Gary Wilson

#383 – Developments in Neuropsychotherapy with Pieter Rossouw

393

#400 – A War Correspondent’s Memoir of Yoga Healing with Brad Willis (Bhava Ram)

#401 – A Critical Examination of Monogamy with Christopher Ryan PhD
#402 – Techniques for Relieving Depression Without Medication with Bill O’Hanlon

**Others that were useful:**

#82 – In Praise of Sweet Darkness

#86 – Warriors, Settlers, and Nomads

#99 – The Unabomber and The Zodiac

#103 – The Dream Interview Method

#305- the danger of diagnosing biopolar

#346 – A New Paradigm for Thinking About Autism with Nick Walker

#354 – What Aging Men Want with John C. Robinson, PhD

#389 – The Brain Bible with John B. Arden, PhD

#404 – The Erosion of Privacy on The Social Web with Jennifer Golbeck PhD